
 
 
 

SHUFFLING IN COMFORT!!  Chatham Ontario. 
 
Canada may only have one bona fide shuffling facility, but it offers something in 

the way of surroundings which personifies the very aspect of shuffling which 

gives it a lasting appeal!!   

It was Winston Churchill who came up with the concept that you could enhance 

the effectiveness of any enclosure by making it purposefully smaller!!  No, 

Churchill did not have a hand in the design of the Thames Horizon 

Shuffleboard Club!!    

At Chatham you normally have a “significant turnout” for the 8 “regulation”, 

(read FL like) courts!!  There is usually a wait to “get a court”, and by 

design, there is a delightful area in which to wait and socialize.  Those not 

shuffling, gather in a sun drenched comfortable area just off the courts. This 

sun room overlooks the Thames River and a small park,–all on the 

Mackness Farm just outside of Chatham, Ontario.  Coffee and donuts are 

usually available; the conversation flows; and waiting for a court actually 

becomes an engaging and enjoyable part of shuffling!!  How different!!  How 

comfortable!!  

Probably the only “down side” to the sociability of the membership was the ice 

cream served to all who lunched in this same room–gratis at that!! Anyone 

reading this should seriously consider something similar if they are about to 

construct or expand a shuffling facility!!   

Lois and I were at Chatham to participate in the “Vicky Klym” Memorial 

sponsored by husband Nick (2003). I am sure that we speak for all participants in 

extending our thanks to The Thames Horizon membership and especially to Nick 

(Klym)!!  

Article written in 2003 by Stan.  

  

NOTE: When it was no longer possible to operate the Club from this location, 

Hubert Van Eerd engineered the relocation to downtown Chatham.   

I had some wonderful pix of this facility > but cannot seem to locate at this time.  

If you have some, PLEASE send them to stanistheman_200@yahoo.com   
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